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About This Game

Lost In Reefs: Antarctic – Complete Match3 Levels and Find a Lost Civilization!

Once upon a time, a powerful civilization where humans and dragons used to live together existed on Earth, and only the traces
of it might be found nowadays. It's all gone, only the ruins of the great city have been rested on the seabed close to Antarctic.
Although brave and adventurous people like you can find the great civilization and help the expedition looking for this ancient

city to achieve its goal.

Features:
- Multilevel with different field shapes, square and hexagonal!

- Engaging goal of reconstructing an ancient city!
- 10 quests based on real life

- Relaxing music and sound effects!
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I have played to previous match-3 of Rumbic and they were good ones, so what happened here ? Time or moves are limited.
The number of powers too and it's impossible to buy new ones. They are granted when advancing in the levels (so they are extra
rares). So... Buy this game only if you like to loose again and again until luck helps you. That's not my case.. I have played to
previous match-3 of Rumbic and they were good ones, so what happened here ? Time or moves are limited. The number of
powers too and it's impossible to buy new ones. They are granted when advancing in the levels (so they are extra rares). So...
Buy this game only if you like to loose again and again until luck helps you. That's not my case.
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